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Key findings from the
post-filing index data

162 3.2
162 economies have a VAT
system. The case study
company files VAT on a
monthly basis in 130
of them.
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In 9 economies it takes zero
hours to comply with a VAT
refund. The longest time
to comply with VAT refund
requirements is in Fiji at
73 hours.

The shortest time taken
to receive a VAT refund is
3.2 weeks in Austria. The
longest time to receive a VAT
refund is 106.2 weeks in
Cabo Verde.

Paying Taxes 2017

=less time
On average it takes less time
to comply with a VAT refund
in high income economies,
(almost 8 hours) than in low
income economies (almost
27 hours).

In 2015, 180 economies
levied a corporate
income tax.
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If the case study company
is unlikely to be audited,
the global average time to
obtain a VAT refund is just
over 14 weeks. If there is
likely to be an audit, it is
almost 25 weeks.
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In high income economies,
our case study company will
on average obtain a VAT
refund more quickly (in
almost 16 weeks) than low
income economies (just over
28 weeks).

On average, the case study
company spends 6 hours
correcting an error in a
corporate income tax return
before an audit (if any)
takes place.

59%

of economies
Globally, in 59% of the
economies with corporate
income tax, the tax authority
would not be expected
to audit the case study
company as a result of the
corporate income tax error.
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For the case study company,
the corporate income tax
correction is likely to trigger
an audit in 59% of low
income economies, compared
with 24% of high income
economies.
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On average, in high income
economies the time to
correct an error and comply
with any corporate income
tax audit is almost 13 hours
which is less than half that
in low income economies
where it is almost 28 hours.

5 hours 16

If a corporate income tax
audit is triggered, for the
case study company, the
compliance time is almost
33 hours. If there is no audit,
the compliance time is just
over 5 hours.
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If a corporate income tax
audit is triggered, the audit
lasts on average almost
16 weeks in low income
economies but almost
17 weeks in high income
economies.
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The post-filing index distance
to frontier (DTF) score has four
components.2
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EU & EFTA

=BEST

The EU & EFTA region
performs the best, on average,
across the post-filing index
with just over 7 hours to claim
a VAT refund, almost 15
weeks to receive the refund,
and nearly 5 hours to correct
a corporate income tax return
and comply with any
resulting audit.

AUDIT

Central
America &

the Caribbean
On average, in the Central
America & the Caribbean
region our case study
company needs the most
time to obtain a VAT refund
with nearly 20 hours for
compliance and an almost
35 week wait to receive
the refund.

Most time

UNLIKELY Asia Pacific
If a corporate income tax
audit takes place, it will last
almost 11 weeks. In 84% of
the economies in the EU &
EFTA region, the corporate
income tax error is unlikely
to trigger an audit.

Economies in the Asia Pacific
region take the longest to
comply with a corporate
income tax audit for the case
study company requiring
just over 24 hours.

Middle East
In the Middle East, if a
corporate income tax audit is
triggered, it will last almost
27 weeks – the longest of
any region.

See page 15 for more details.
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The Total Tax Rate included in the survey by the
World Bank Group has been calculated using
the broad principles of the PwC methodology.
The application of these principles by the World
Bank Group has not been verified, validated or
audited by PwC, and therefore, PwC cannot make
any representations or warranties with regard to
the accuracy of the information generated by the
World Bank Group’s models. In addition, the World
Bank Group has not verified, validated or audited
any information collected by PwC beyond the
scope of Doing Business Paying Taxes data, and
therefore, the World Bank Group cannot make any
representations or warranties with regard to the
accuracy of the information generated by PwC’s
own research.
The World Bank Group’s Doing Business tax
ranking indicator includes three components in
addition to the Total Tax Rate. These estimate
compliance costs by looking at hours spent on tax
work, the number of tax payments made in a tax
year, and evaluate and score certain post-filing
compliance processes. These calculations do
not follow any PwC methodology but do attempt
to provide data which is consistent with the tax
compliance cost aspect of the PwC Total Tax
Contribution framework.
At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society
and solve important problems. We’re a network
of firms in 157 countries with more than 223,000
people who are committed to delivering quality
in assurance, advisory and tax services. Find out
more and tell us what matters to you by visiting us
at www.pwc.com.

This publication may be copied and disseminated
in its entirety, retaining all featured logos, names,
copyright notice and disclaimers. Extracts from
this publication may be copied and disseminated,
including publication in other documentation,
provided always that the said extracts are duly
referenced, that the extract is clearly identified as
such and that a source notice is used as follows:
for extracts from any section of this publication
except Chapter One, use the source notice:
“© 2016 PwC. All rights reserved. Extract from
“Paying Taxes 2017” publication, available on
www.pwc.com/payingtaxes”. For extracts from
Chapter One only, use the source notice:
“© 2016 The World Bank and International Finance
Corporation. All rights reserved. Extract from
“Paying Taxes 2017” publication, available on
www.pwc.com/payingtaxes”.
All other queries on rights and licenses should be
addressed to World Bank Publications, The World
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433,
USA; fax: 202- 522-2625; e-mail: pubrights@
worldbank.org.
© 2016 PwC, the World Bank and International
Finance Corporation. All rights reserved.
PwC refers to the PwC network and/or one
or more of its member firms, each of which
is a separate legal entity. The World Bank
refers to the legally separate but affiliated
international organizations: International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development and
International Development Association.
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This content is for general information purposes
only, and should not be used as a substitute
for consultation with professional advisors. No
representation or warranty (express or implied)
is given as to the accuracy or completeness of
the information contained in this publication,
and, to the extent permitted by law, neither PwC
nor the World Bank Group accept or assume
any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any
consequences of anyone acting, or refraining to
act, in reliance on the information contained in
this publication or for any decision based on it.
The World Bank Group does not guarantee the
accuracy of the data included in this work. The
boundaries, colours, denominations, and other
information shown on any map in this work do
not imply any judgment on the part of the World
Bank Group concerning the legal status of any
territory or the endorsement or acceptance of
such boundaries. The findings, interpretations,
and conclusions expressed herein are those of
the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the World Bank Group and its Boards
of Executive Directors or the governments
they represent.
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